Clarivate, a global leader in providing trusted information and insights to accelerate the pace of innovation, has completed the acquisition of ProQuest, a leading global software, data and analytics provider to academic, research and national institutions.

By bringing together these two customer-focused businesses with a shared goal of accelerating innovation at their core, the combination of Clarivate and ProQuest creates a world-leading software and information provider for research-focused organizations to fuel scientific discovery, knowledge sharing and accelerate innovation into the future.

Clarivate will continue to invest in both existing product portfolios and looks forward to pursuing multiple product and data integration opportunities. These investments will allow customers to reveal multi-disciplinary connections across the innovation lifecycle, to solve the world’s most complex challenges. We invite you to return to this page for the latest updates as we jointly start working to more fully develop the details for bringing ProQuest content and software together with information and insights from Clarivate.

One of the largest collections of expertly curated content – with technologies for discovery, management and sharing

Comprehensive, connected, seamless experiences for users

Complementary businesses with a broader set of strengths means faster innovations that increase library impact
Libraries have the expertise and a unique platform to support university-wide diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives. ProQuest has shared this value for supporting every voice for decades and understands that budget and resource limitations are making it difficult to grow collections and services. ProQuest is your partner in meeting the needs of your institution in ensuring representation of diverse users and reflecting every voice, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, physical ability, age or belief.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Ebook Subscription

Introducing the new Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Ebook Subscription. Available on Ebook Central, it’s the industry’s most comprehensive, focused, curated subscription developed to represent all voices while supporting teaching, research and learning in classroom and beyond. Curated by experts to bring the most requested DEI titles together, this subscription includes thousands of ebooks covering topics including Asian Studies, Women’s Studies, Indigenous and Native Studies, Black Studies, Gender and Sexuality Studies and Disability Studies – as well as many non-English titles.

Diversity Collection

The Diversity Collection brings together three full-text databases in one place for an inclusive, user-friendly resource with a global view of some of the biggest topics in DEI.

Included in Diversity Collection: Ethnic Newswatch contains news, magazines, journals, and newsletters from ethnic, minority and native presses as well as many journals concerned with issues of race and ethnicity. Alt-PressWatch presents big stories from small sources including unique, independent voices from respected and cited grassroots newspapers, magazines, and journals covering the arts and all viewpoints across the political spectrum. GenderWatch includes journals, news and newsletters featuring many important publications that have historically initiated and sustained social movements around gender and sexual identity.

ProQuest Black Studies

ProQuest Black Studies brings together award-winning content into one destination for research, teaching and learning. This database combines primary and secondary sources – including leading historical Black newspapers like the Chicago Defender, archival documents and collections, key government materials, videos, writings by major Black intellectuals and leaders, scholarly journals, and essays by top scholars in Black studies. Alongside the outstanding content in ProQuest Black Studies, the database will include user-friendly functionality such as timelines, topic pages and collection pages that help researchers easily navigate the database to find the sources they need.

LGBT Magazine Archive

This archive traces the history and evolution of LGBT+ history and culture through legal contexts, health, lifestyle, politics, social attitudes, activism, gay rights, arts and literature. It’s built from the archives of 26 leading (but previously hard-to-find magazines), including the complete backfile of The Advocate, made available digitally for the first time.

The Advocate, launched in 1967, is the oldest surviving continuously published U.S. title of its type. It’s known as the periodical of record for information about the LGBT+ community, and has charted the key developments in LGBT+ history and culture for over 50 years. LGBT Magazine Archive also includes principal U.K. titles, notably Gay News and its successor publication Gay Times.

To learn more visit: https://go.proquest.com/EveryVoice2022
Engage Every Student


Engaged students are fully invested in learning. Research shows that they have more motivation, they’re more satisfied, and they experience less isolation. The higher performance of engaged learners leads to greater student success in academics and beyond.

Engagement is Tougher at a Distance

Distance and hybrid learning make engagement more difficult – yet even more important. Studies show that student performance in virtual courses may be significantly lower than in face-to-face classes. That’s why connecting students, faculty, libraries and curriculum is so critical.

Libraries are Critical to Student Success

Now more than ever, your library serves as an “engagement hub” for the entire community. ProQuest can ensure you have the right content, tools and spaces to bring connection to your university. Turn to ProQuest for content that drives engagement, that supports all learning styles and preferences, and that truly connects your students with their curriculum.

- **Content**: Compelling curriculum materials for a better learning experience
- **Experiences**: Platforms that support all learning styles and preferences
- **Integration**: Truly connecting students with their curriculum
- **Community**: Ensure your library is the heart of learning

**eLearning Companions**: ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global

Researchers can use eLearning Companions and Discovery Tips to gain dissertation writing tips or quickly learn how to extract value from this unique resource. Now available during key moments of the search workflow.

**Explore Tools & Resources to Engage Every Student**

**The World’s Most Comprehensive Content Gateway**: ProQuest One Academic

With ProQuest One Academic, four core multi-disciplinary products – ProQuest Central, Academic Complete, Academic Video Online and ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global – are available and cross-searchable on the ProQuest platform.

**Practical Resources for Future Business Leaders**: ProQuest One Business

ProQuest One Business delivers a user experience designed for business studies. This award-winning, business-focused resource intuitively guides students to the content they need for common assignments like SWOT analyses, case studies and industry reports.

**Immersive Literature Studies**: ProQuest One Literature

Developed with faculty, scholars and librarians, this database is an immersive destination for the exploration and analysis of poetry, stories, essays, plays and criticism.

**Easy Delivery of Course Resources**: Leganto

Leganto is a course resource list solution that helps foster meaningful and active learning. With Leganto, instructors easily build lists of resources that include all material types, and libraries streamline access to course materials and reduce student costs.

**On-The-Go Communications**: Library Mobile App

Patrons expect a mobile library experience that’s on par with the mobile retail, banking and leisure apps they use daily. This new app makes it easy for libraries to deliver exceptional digital library content and experiences to students through an easy-to-use interface and unlimited free push notifications.

To learn more visit: [https://go.proquest.com/EngageEveryStudent](https://go.proquest.com/EngageEveryStudent)
The last several years have seen urgent and substantial changes in all aspects of teaching, learning and research – and changes within the library itself. Libraries continue to serve a critical part in this transformation. You need a partner who can help you build library services to give your users the best possible experience.

RapidILL

With a community of more than 500 partners across the globe, RapidILL libraries have fast and low-friction access to a myriad of electronic and print collections. Designed by librarians for librarians, RapidILL supports dynamic resource sharing, enhances user experience, streamlines and automates interlibrary loan processes and reduces turnaround time and cuts costs.

RapidILL highlights:

- **Turnaround time:** less than 24-hour receipt of article and book chapter requests
- **Smart routing:** dynamic request routing using an algorithm that utilizes load-leveling and time-zone awareness
- **Streamlined workflows:** automated processing to minimize staff time for request management
- **Optimized for electronic resources:** flexible options for libraries to leverage lendable electronic resources while providing strategic access to print for scans
- **Peer-to-peer:** “pod” structure and prioritization configurations enhance consortial and partner resource sharing agreements
- **Automated processing:** workflow software is designed specifically to meet the needs of interlibrary resource sharing
- **Alma integration:** support for the full borrowing and lending workflows is now available to Alma users
- **Customer service:** industry-leading support

Leganto

Leganto, the Ex Libris resource list management system, helps foster meaningful learning and engage students – whether they’re online, in the classroom, or both. Leganto enables libraries to streamline access to course materials and reduce costs by leveraging library collections, expertise, and services.

What’s new with Leganto:

- Deeper integration with learning management systems (LMS), enabling a seamless experience for faculty and students
- Support for active learning, including Social Reading and Read & Respond assignments on course materials
- Enhanced functionality to support library productivity

Controlled Digital Lending

Controlled Digital Lending (CDL) is a developing practice that allows libraries to lend a digital copy of a physical resource in a “lend-like-print” manner. Ex Libris has a vision for integrating CDL capabilities within our products to help librarians serve their users in the most modern and adaptive way possible. Ex Libris has taken the first steps to support libraries by providing CDL capabilities within Alma Digital, with more planned in the field of reserves management, general circulation and resource sharing.

Ex Libris Library Mobile App

The Library Mobile app puts the library in the hands of its users – literally! The app is integrated with key library systems and provides library patrons – including students, faculty, staff and alumni – with branded and personalized services including: search, account access, favorites, automated and scheduled push notifications (replacing outdated SMS services), information pages, guides, maps and more.

The Ex Libris Library Mobile App provides:

- A user-friendly patron experience
- Advanced mobile technology
- Engagement features such as polls and the ability to promote events

To learn more visit: https://go.proquest.com/ElevateYourLibrary/
Libraries empower researchers to take on today’s global challenges

Vast data sets. Collaborative tools. Researcher-centric technology.

The visionaries, architects and innovators who are leading the way to a more sustainable, equitable and healthy future can’t do it without libraries.

At ProQuest, we share your commitment to addressing global challenges like climate change, human rights and infectious disease. As your partner, we can help you provide:

• **Collections** that span centuries of newspapers, dissertations, journals, primary sources, video, ebooks and more to analyze every aspect and angle of a topic.

• **Software** that helps libraries put the spotlight on researchers and their accomplishments – and enables them to connect and collaborate with peers, disseminate scholarship and discover funding opportunities.

• **Workflow** tools that simplify the research process.

Responding to global crises requires all hands on deck. At ProQuest, we know where we stand: behind world-changing researchers and the libraries who support them.

Learn more about how we can work together in our Global Challenges initiative.

Explore Tools & Resources

**TDM Studio**

Innovation often requires the analysis of thousands – even millions – of documents. That’s an impossible task for any human, and it’s exactly where text and data mining comes in. With TDM Studio, researchers across disciplines have a new path to making new discoveries in large content sets.

**Research Accelerators: ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global (NEW in March 2022)**

New tools transform each dissertation or thesis into a catalyst for more efficient and effective source collection. These new Research Accelerators are features powered by dynamic algorithms that provide researchers with focused pathways of discovery to more quickly build foundational knowledge on a topic.

**Rialto**

Rialto is a comprehensive academic marketplace designed for today’s librarians to be a single integrated experience enabling evidence-based, data-driven decisions. Rialto offers greater efficiencies for today’s selection and acquisition librarians.

**RefWorks**

RefWorks is an easy-to-teach, learn and use reference management service that simplifies research workflow, making it easy to collect, organize and share references and collaborate with others.

RefWorks benefits include: Cloud-based – no syncing between devices or platforms, Integration with today’s top writing tools, Thousands of citation styles, Administrative controls and analytics and Robust collaboration & sharing options.

To learn more visit: https://go.proquest.com/GlobalChallenges
ProQuest Platform Update: Document and navigation enhancements to support all researchers

As part of ProQuest's ongoing effort to listen and respond to customer and user feedback, we are pleased to announce enhancements to the ProQuest platform. New enhancements are available to help users better view and interact with full-text documents and more easily navigate the platform. Please visit the Support Center to learn more about the enhancements:

- The Main Navigation Menu has been enhanced with options to help users navigate their way throughout the site.
- Streamlined Document Pages put more focus on the content and text, maximizing the “space” for viewing documents, with less scrolling for users.
- An Updated Document Navigation is now on the left and better highlights references, citations and other document options.
- The Search Option on Document Pages is now in the main navigation header, allowing users to search within selected database(s) or more widely across all available databases.

ProQuest is committed to continually listening to librarians and users to create an interface that best meets the needs of both undergraduates and experienced researchers.

ProQuest Content Integrates Directly with Learning Management Systems

There’s now an easier way for educators to share library content in their course curricula. ProQuest offers integration capabilities between the ProQuest platform and Learning Management Systems (LMS), including Canvas and Moodle - with more to come in 2022.

Once set-up, instructors can seamlessly link to their institution's ProQuest content from a course, assignment, or reading list within a Learning Management System. This helps students access journal articles, primary source documents, videos, newspaper reports and other materials without leaving their LMS course environment. Students get direct access to the content they need to do their work without having to separately log-in to their institution's ProQuest databases.

Support Your Students—Integrate your LMS with your ProQuest Content:

Learn More Including Instructions To Get Started.
Interdisciplinary

ProQuest One Academic

For the first time, your library can have access to the world's largest curated collection of essential content, all in one place. With ProQuest One Academic, four core multi-disciplinary products - ProQuest Central, Academic Complete, Academic Video Online and ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global - are available in one unified cross-searchable experience on the award-winning ProQuest platform. This single access point to scholarly journals, ebooks, dissertations, news and video content across all disciplines helps students, faculty and researchers find the essential content they need to be successful in research, teaching and learning.

Academic Video Online

Academic Video Online adds 3,500 new videos yearly. The latest additions include additional content from FILM PLATFORM, Grasshopper Film, Collective Eye, PBS, BBC, Encyclopedia Britannica and Chapulin Films.

ProQuest Central

New ProQuest Central content includes 800 scholarly journals from publishers such as BMJ, Emerald, and University of Pennsylvania Press; more news and magazines from around the world including The Conversation, The Advocate, and Financial News from Dow Jones; and extra videos from providers such as The Economist.

ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global

In 2021, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global added nearly 50 new institutions as content partners, resulting in over 5 million total works, including nearly 3 million in full text.

Academic Complete

ProQuest's flagship ebook subscription now has over 210,000 titles! In 2021, we added 21,000 titles featuring a wealth of award-winning and scholarly content. The top five subject additions this year include medical, social science, education, history and political science.

Now You Can Own It: PBS Video Collection, Fourth Edition

This collection of more than 1,200 streaming videos provides an exceptional range of content with the most valuable video documentaries and series from PBS. From science to history, art to Shakespeare, diversity to business and economics, and more, the PBS Video Collection, Fourth Edition gives your patrons access to one of television's most trusted networks. Subscription and life-of-file ownership now available.

Text and Data Mine with TDM Studio

Innovation often requires the analysis of thousands – even millions – of documents. That’s an impossible task for any human, and it’s exactly where text and data mining comes in. With TDM Studio, researchers across disciplines have a new path to making new discoveries in large content sets.

From an initial idea to the final output, TDM Studio leverages the power of a library’s content to help researchers at all levels make new connections and uncover career-defining outcomes.

TDM Studio offers researchers two pathways to perform text and data mining and achieve new outcomes regardless of their ability to code.

Want to visualize your data quickly without coding?

Researchers of all levels are now able to perform data analysis, quickly spot trends, and generate insights through the use of interactive Data Visualizations. This solution provides a new option to interrogate ProQuest content using graphical representations of data like graphs or maps.

Accustomed to using coding for text analysis?

TDM Studio provides a development environment designed for researchers with coding experience using R or Python. This interface provides programmatic access to ProQuest content including current and historical newspapers, dissertations, primary sources and more. Additionally, users can quickly create datasets of millions of documents within hours instead of months - saving time and resources.
Named 2021’s “Best New Product” in the Charleston Advisor’s ‘Readers’ Choice’ Awards, ProQuest One Business is a new solution designed to support the unique teaching and learning needs of business faculty and students. Developed in collaboration with faculty, students and business librarians, ProQuest One Business delivers a mix of practical and theoretical content in an interface that helps students build the research skills they’ll need for success in their courses and careers.

What’s new in ProQuest One Business:

• **New content:** We’ve added 500 extra full-text publications; 70 scholarly journals; business cases from MIT, Darden, and IE Business Schools; videos from Economist Intelligence Unit; and business news sources including The Conversation and Dow Jones’ Private Equity News; and 400 new ebooks from publishers like Emerald and Sage.

• **Industry Overview Pages:** Following the high usage of Company Overview pages which help students to find information on almost 4,000 global companies, new Industry Overview pages make it easier to find relevant articles, reports, books and more for over 100 industry segments.
Recognized as a Best Database for 2020 by Library Journal, ProQuest One Literature brings together the most comprehensive collection of primary texts, ebooks, reference sources, full-text journals, dissertations, video and more, for unparalleled access to historical and contemporary content by and about celebrated and lesser-known authors from around the world.

ProQuest One Literature continues to grow with varied, multiformat content on a modern platform designed for immersive literature study.

What's new in ProQuest One Literature:

- **Scholarly journals:** 25 new full-text journals providing scholarly forums for topics covering literature and linguistics, in addition to interdisciplinary journals across the humanities with particular focus on communications, history, theory and sociology

- **Ebooks:** Over 2,500 ebooks have been added from key publishers including Bloomsbury Publishing, Cambridge University Press, Johns Hopkins University Press, and Oxford University Press. The new titles cover literature, biographies, autobiographies, sociology, foreign language study, literary criticism, philosophy, religion, social science, history, education and language arts

- **Video:** The addition of BBC Literary Adaptations in Video includes adaptations by renowned actors and directors for more than 50 works of classic fiction

- **User experience:** ProQuest One Literature continues to add supplemental support for undergraduates with an additional 150 topic pages as well as new functionality to support close reading of primary texts

- **Visual industry browsing:** A more intuitive and transparent way to browse content by industry. Visual hierarchy makes structures of North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes easier to understand for students, and helps them easily link to reports and other content related to the industry.

  _Subject browsing coming January 2022_

- **More featured reports:** Simpler access to information on mergers and acquisitions, industry financials, and analyst reports – directly from the Company Overview Pages.
O'Reilly for Higher Education

Spreading the knowledge of innovators, O'Reilly for Higher Education connects researchers, students and faculty to essential and authoritative business and technology resources in a modern digital learning ecosystem. More than 45,000 ebooks, 30,000 hours of video, learning paths, resource centers, case studies and expert playlists enhance the experience, making O'Reilly an essential resource for libraries striving to prepare today’s learners for the future.

O'Reilly supports multiple learning styles and users at all levels with rich and varied formats, responsive design and an intuitive, dynamic user experience. For more than 40 years, O'Reilly has inspired students and faculty to build skills, find answers and change the world. Last year, O'Reilly was named a "go-to database" for Technology in Library Journal.

What are customers loving?

**DEI Ebook Subscription**

"Having the ebook subscription of DEI-focused titles greatly improves and enhances access to resources in this area. It is a timely development, as we are all looking to fill the gaps in our existing provisions."

– Elizabeth Charles, Assistant Director of Library Services at Birkbeck, University of London

**ProQuest One Business**

"This new database from ProQuest is a one-stop shop for most business faculty, students, and working professionals... It combines many of the top business-oriented databases on ProQuest in a single portal with a slick and intuitive interface."

– The Charleston Advisor
Ebook Central Subscriptions

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Ebook Subscription

Identifying the right mix of publishers, authors and titles to ensure representation of more voices is a great challenge. That’s why ProQuest created the new Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Ebook Subscription. Curated by experts to bring the most requested DEI titles together, this subscription includes thousands of ebooks covering topics like:

- Asian Studies
- Women’s Studies
- Indigenous Studies
- Black Studies
- Hispanic and Latino Studies
- African Studies
- Middle Eastern Studies
- Jewish Studies
- Gender and Sexuality Studies
- Islamic Studies
- Disability Studies
- Poverty Studies
- Non-English Titles

Academic Complete

When it comes to a wide breadth of multi-disciplinary ebooks, Academic Complete is the answer. This complete-yet-affordable subscription comes with a growing selection of titles. In 2021 alone, we added over 21,000 titles featuring a wealth of award-winning and scholarly content.

Discount transparency: Make the most of your budget

If a title is eligible for a discount in LibCentral, OASIS and Rialto, you’ll see the original price, discounted price and discount percent and expiration.

EPUB Enhancements

We’re taking your patrons’ mobile experience to the next level. Our online EPUB reader will provide higher quality images, clearer text and fonts, and simplified navigation so students can access ebooks easily on any device. Recent enhancements include:

- **Print capabilities**: Patrons now can print a requested page range, current chapter, or current view
- **Chapter download from the book detail page**: users can now download a chapter without opening the reader
- **Pagination field**: patrons can now see what page they are currently viewing in the EPUB reader

Non-English Content

The Ebook Central interface can be translated into 10 languages and offers tens of thousands of non-English language titles.

Ebook Central and LibCentral

Learning Management System (LMS) integration

Managing your reading list just got easier. With LMS integration, faculty can seamlessly link to their institution’s ProQuest content from within their LMS without leaving their course environment. Students get direct access to the content without having to separately log in to ProQuest.
Ebook Central and LibCentral Platforms Achieve 100% ASPIRE Scores for Accessibility

ProQuest is committed to providing all our users with a fully accessible experience for research, teaching and learning – and that’s why we’re pleased to share that both the Ebook Central and LibCentral platform recently received 100% Gold scores from ASPIRE, a U.K.-based organization dedicated to helping companies improve their accessibility statements. LibCentral is the first librarian-facing platform to receive an ASPIRE rating!

Curated Topics

More than 100 high-quality print and electronic titles have been hand-selected by ProQuest librarians in emerging topics, globally. Login to your LibCentral, OASIS or Rialto account to scan the full list – or reach out to a book specialist today. Highlights of our 2021 curated topics include:

- Big Data
- Food & Diet
- Social Justice
- Digital Marketing
- Community & Public Health
- Financial Crises
- U.S. Politics
- Human Rights
- Grief, Death, & Dying
- Social Media
- Elections & Voting
- Australia & New Zealand Indigenous Peoples
- Poverty Studies
- LGBTQ Studies
- Early Childhood Education

Rialto

Rialto is a comprehensive academic marketplace designed for today’s librarians to be a single integrated experience enabling evidence-based, data-driven decisions. Rialto offers greater efficiencies for today’s selection and acquisition librarians.

Recent enhancements include:

- **Search and faced by awards and reviews**: librarians can now facet Rialto’s search results by awards and reviews to locate high-quality materials quickly
- **Shared list comments**: Rialto helps library teams collaborate better with the ability to add comments to items in shared and private lists
- **Consortia holdings**: institutions who are part of an Alma Consortia or Network Zone can now see holdings available in associated institutions
- **New shopping cart features**: additional support for a library’s preferred workflow
- **Print stock status**: offer details now display the estimated delivery time for print titles if available

Selection Plans: The Future of Acquisition

Selection plans are library-configured queries, rules and spending caps that allow libraries to prioritize the purchase of the highest-value titles available at any time. Rialto offers an innovative solution to legacy approvals.

Rialto’s selection plans:

- Precisely control spending
- Acquire the best titles, not only the newest
- Allow the library to configure its own profiles
- Allow for broader profiles to meet multiple needs

Digital Marketplace

With the ProQuest Digital Marketplace, librarians can order ebooks and streaming video on their preferred platforms directly through OASIS and Rialto, eliminating the time-consuming task of purchasing directly from multiple publisher and aggregator sites. The Digital Marketplace is vendor-neutral and provides convenient access to an ever-growing list of popular academic and specialty platforms. We’ve recently added several new platforms including Bloomsbury, Brill, Ovid (from Wolters Kluwer), JSTOR (title-by-title), and ManchesterHive (from Manchester University Press).
Historical State Collections

33 new state collections

More than 50 existing historical titles in ProQuest’s U.S. state collections will add coverage from 2009 up to the most recent seven days. Content will load throughout 2022.

Additional years of coverage:

- Black Historical Newspapers
- Los Angeles Sentinel (2006-2010)
- Cleveland Call and Post (1992-2010)
- Philadelphia Tribune (2002-2010)
- Baltimore Afro-American (1989-2010)
- New York Amsterdam News (1994-2010)
- South China Morning Post

Historical Newspapers: Newsday – Suffolk Edition

Serving the day-to-day needs of its diverse readership, Newsday is an American daily newspaper that has several historic editions including Long Island’s Nassau and Suffolk counties. Suffolk County is New York’s largest county outside of New York City, and the leading agricultural producer in New York state. Newsday – Suffolk Edition gives insight into Suffolk County’s economy, which is a mix of industry, science, agriculture and tourism.

Historical Newspapers: Australian Collection

Providing nearly 170 years of coverage, this collection includes the two leading Australian newspapers: The Age (1854–2000) and the Sydney Morning Herald (1831–2000). Both newspapers are considered two of the most influential Australian newspapers and have been labeled Australia’s newspapers of record. With these newspapers, gain insight into politics, business, culture, sports, and more throughout Australian history.

Historical Newspapers: Hindustan Times (1944-2000)

The Hindustan Times was introduced by Mahatma Gandhi in 1924. This paper played an integral role in the Indian independence movement as a nationalist daily and is the second most widely read English newspaper in India.

Recent Newspapers

This sought-after archive includes digitized recent editions of essential and most-requested newspaper titles. Coverage begins in the late 2000s and goes through the most recent issue, with a content currency delay of less than a week. In an effort to make our digitized newspapers timelier, we will continue to roll back the 90-day content currency delay for most newspaper titles. By the end of 2022, most papers will have a short delay of a week or less.
The Arts

National Theatre Collection:
Volume II

National Theatre Collection: Volumes I & II bring the stage to life through access to HD streaming video of world-class productions and exclusive archival material. National Theatre Collection: Volume II builds upon the first volume’s 30 videos with an additional 20 high-quality video productions featuring fresh takes on the classics and compelling performances. These new recordings feature leading visionaries and talent, including renowned and up-and-coming directors and actors.

Highlights of the productions included in Volume II:

• **All My Sons** (2019): from the Old Vic, Jeremy Herrin directs Sally Field and Bill Pullman in Arthur Miller’s blistering drama

• **Miss Julie** (2018): August Strindberg’s show finds a new home in contemporary London. Carrie Cracknell directs a cast that includes Vanessa Kirby and Eric Kofi Abrefa

• **Rockets and Blue Lights** (2021): Directed by Miranda Cromwell, this astonishing and fiercely political new play by Winsome Pinnock retells British history through the prism of the slave trade

• **Romeo and Juliet** (2021): A riveting bold adaptation starring Jessie Buckley (Wild Rose, Judy) and Josh O’Connor (The Crown, God’s Own Country)

• **Three Sisters** (2020): co-produced by Fuel Theatre, Chekhov’s iconic characters are relocated to 1960s Nigeria on the brink of the Biafran Civil War in this bold adaptation by Inua Ellams

Theatre Video

• National Theatre Collection Volume II: 20 world-class contemporary video performances plus exclusive archival material

• The Royal Shakespeare Company Collection: See Shakespeare’s rarely performed *King John* in a vivid new production

Play Texts

• Black Drama: Third Edition: New plays by award-winning playwright Larry Muhammad including Boomerang, Buster!, Derby Mine 4, The Magnificent Stephen and Vote For Me I’ll Set You Free

• Contemporary World Drama: 100 new titles including *Mexican Plays* by Elyse Dodgson, a unique collection of five surprising and exciting new plays from Mexico

• Latin American Drama: A language filter has been added to more easily navigate to content written in Portuguese and Spanish

Music and Dance Online

Music and Dance Online elevates music and dance study to a new level, offering video, audio, reference and scores together on one cross-searchable platform.

Recent additions include:

• Classical Scores Library: MARC record coverage is now available for the entire collection. An additional 800 titles of scores have been added enhancing to the richness of Volume IV’s focus on global works of the 20th and 21st centuries from labels such as Donemus, Faber Music, Schott Music, and Ernst Eulenburg & Co.

• Music Online: Listening: 170 new albums and 2,000 audio tracks (counts vary by type of institution and region) across genres including classical, contemporary, and jazz from labels such as ARC Music, Bridge Records, Hänssler Classic, LSO Live, Profil, Tactus and Telos.

• Music Online: Music Periodicals of the 19th Century: An additional 19,000 pages have been added to enhance coverage of *The Etude, Freund’s Music & Drama* and *American Art Journal*.
Women's History

Women and Social Movements in the U.S. - The Fall 2021 Issue – The National Organization for Women, the Equal Rights Amendment and California NOW Chapters Lesbian Feminist Activism

Demonstrates how the National Organization for Women (NOW) dealt with the question of lesbianism in the 1970s while pursuing its central goal: ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA).

Women and Social Movements in the U.S. - The Spring 2022 Issue

With the theme "Gender and the State", this collection will be a document project “Securing Childcare in World War II: The Case of San Diego”. It focuses on a community designated by the federal government during World War II as "war impacted," San Diego, California, to highlight the childcare needs among diverse families and the complexities attached to providing that care.

Women and Social Movements: Development in the Global South: 1919-2019

This collection looks at women's global economic participation and activism over an entire century. This database sets out to reveal and assess a realm of individual efforts, organizational initiatives and socio-cultural projects led by women in the global south.

Military History

DNSA: CIA Covert Operations, Part IV: Eisenhower Years, 1953-1961

This collection will focus on a highly active, if checkered, period in the history of the Central Intelligence Agency, during which President Dwight D. Eisenhower authorized numerous clandestine programs around the world. These include Iran 1953 (the infamous coup whose reverberations are still felt today), Tibet 1956-57, and the Congo beginning in 1960.


This collection covers nearly 35 years of U.S. involvement in what growing numbers of observers consider the global crisis of our time. It focuses on two series of international negotiations that dominated U.S. climate policy during this period, namely the Montreal Protocol (September 1987) and the 2015 Paris Agreement.

Early Modern History

Early European Books, Collection 19: Travel Writing and Literature

This collection will covers materials from the Bibliothèque nationale de France with a thematic focus on travel literature of approximately 500,000 pages and more than 2000 works. Also included are government travel reports, letters, religious journals, ethnographic monographs and writings inspired by travel within and beyond European borders.

Early English Books Online

New content release will cover over 260 new titles from STC 95 and Wing 145. The EEBO release covers contributions from the Catholic church, Church of England and Scotland as well works from the prominent Huguenot leader, Louis de Bourbon, Prince of Condé and the Puritan Ezekiel Culverwell’s, A Treatise of Faith.

Early European Books, Collection 20

The collection will focus on French Spiritual Life in the Early Modern period, covering materials from the BnF in France. Bibles and Religious books constitute by far the largest category of printed texts in the early modern age. All aspects of life in Europe were permeated by religion: birth and death, urban and rural spaces, taxes and tributes, the calendar and time-keeping, festivities, and prohibitions. Many of these topics were discussed through print.
Worker’s and Labor History

History Vault: Labor Priests: Progressive Politics and the Catholic Church, The Papers of John A. Ryan

The John A. Ryan Papers span from 1892 to 1945, with a heavy focus on the last 20 years of his life. Most of the collection consists of Ryan’s correspondence, writings, speaking engagements and personal matters.

Black History

History Vault: Southern Life and African American History, Plantations Records Part 3, 1775-1913

Part 3 consists of collections selected from the holdings of the Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. These collections represent rice, cotton and sugar plantations in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas. Major collections include Cameron Family Papers and Pettigrew Family Papers.

History Vault: Southern Life and African American History, Plantations Records Part 4

Focuses on plantations in North Carolina and Virginia while also covering Tennessee, Kentucky and Alabama. Throughout these collections, the lives of enslaved people and the work performed by them is documented in extensive lists of enslaved people, purchase-of and sale agreements, plantation diaries, account books, correspondence and financial and legal papers.

ProQuest Black Studies

ProQuest Black Studies brings together ProQuest’s award-winning Black studies content into one destination that can be used for research, teaching, and learning. The easy-to-use interface will enable students to find the resources they need by topic pages, timelines, collection pages and more.

Cultural History

Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive IV — Music: Fold, Rock & Hip Hop

Collection 4 will offer the backfiles of magazines devoted to major genres of popular music in the 20th and 21st century – rock, folk and hip hop. These titles reflect not only the development of these musical forms, but the social, historical and aesthetic movements with which they were connected.

ArtForum Archive, 1962-2020

The backfile of Artforum (later Artforum International), the leading magazine for coverage of international contemporary art, encompasses everything from its launch in 1962 to 2020. The archive spans six decades of reporting on art in all media, from painting, sculpture and installation through body art, video and audio art and performance art.

U.S. History


350,000 pages of union documentation shed light on the momentous struggles within the American labor movement during and just after the Samuel Gompers era. Most of the records in the collection date from the formation of the AFL in 1886 until Gompers’ death in December 1924, but there are a few materials from before 1886 and after 1924.

Historical Periodicals

Far Eastern Economic Review Archive

The full run of The Far Eastern Economic Review (1946-2009), the most influential English-language newsweekly devoted to the east and southeast Asia and Pacific regions during the six decades. The historical reporting and commentary from this publication, recognized for high quality and objectivity, will be key material for research in the 20th-century history, politics, economics and culture of the Asia-Pacific region and beyond.
Social Science Premium Collection

The full text of 175 scholarly journals added in the last 12 months includes Genesis (published by Viella Libreria Editrice), Dissent (University of Pennsylvania Press) and Business and Human Rights Journal (Cambridge University Press).

Policy

Trends & Policy: U.S. Healthcare

U.S. healthcare is one of the most salient, controversial and debated topics today. This the second in a series of topical collections designed to facilitate the exploration of U.S. government policies in context.

Gender Studies

Queer Pasts

A collection of primary-source exhibits of queer history and culture. The database uses “queer” in its broadest and most inclusive sense, embracing LGBT topics as well as other sexual and gender formations that are queer.

Queer Pasts, Module 2

In the next release, users will find Laura Fugikawa’s exhibit, “Are there really only two Asian lesbians in Chicago?” as well as Queer Asian visibility and community formation in Chicago in the 1980s and 1990s.
Health and Medicine

Nursing & Allied Health Premium

Developed in collaboration with nursing and allied health educators and librarians, Nursing & Allied Health Premium offers your library affordable access to in-demand practical and theoretical content across formats and publishers. This essential content is wrapped within a discipline-based user experience with workflows to get nursing and allied health students and educators to the information they need quickly and seamlessly.

With Nursing & Allied Health Premium, faculty and researchers will find:

- **A user experience designed for nursing and allied health students and faculty.** Streamlined interface guides users to the content they need for common assignments – including peer-reviewed journal articles, clinical skills videos, case studies and multi-cultural reports.

- **Full-text access to over 700 current, peer-reviewed publications.** Search and browse hundreds of peer-reviewed nursing and allied health journals to help students build clinical knowledge and help faculty keep up with emerging ideas and best practices.

- **Current and curriculum-aligned clinical skills videos.** Videos prepare students for real-life clinical experiences. Videos are updated as new content becomes available and requires change.

Find out how you can support nursing and allied health students on their path to academic and professional success.

Science and Technology

SciTech Premium Collection and Subsets

The SciTech Premium Collection added over 250 publications over the last 12 months including, 232 scholarly publications with ongoing full text.

Highlights include:

- **SAE International**
  - SAE International Journal of Aerospace
  - SAE International Journal of Electrified Vehicles

- **Nature Research**
  - Communications Earth & Environment
  - Communications Materials

- **Cambridge University Group**
  - Data-centric Engineering
  - Gut Microbiome
  - Quantitative Plant Biology
  - Wearable Technologies

- **Plus, new ongoing full-text grey literature sources such as:**
  - agriRxiv
  - ChemRxiv
  - Earth and Space Science Open Archive
  - American Academy of Microbiology Critical Issues Colloquia Reports
  - OECD Review of Fisheries. Policies and Summary Statistics
Alma

Alma’s unified library services platform provides libraries with a cost-effective library management solution. Centralized management of print, electronic and digital materials, unifies and simplifies the management of all library resources.

A few of Alma’s benefits:

- Alma Digital supports the management of the full range of the library’s digital content. Its easy-to-use workflows fully integrate with the familiar print and electronic resource workflows
- Alma’s Community Zone eliminates the need to manually synchronize records for electronic resources into the local catalog
- Alma’s artificial intelligent tool, DARA, helps users and libraries work more efficiently with automation options
- The Oracle Analytics Server together with the Data Visualization tool provide institutions with state-of-the-art analytic capabilities
- Alma integrates well with external systems – Cloud Apps, created by and for members of the Ex Libris community, continues to grow and is used by thousands of users

Primo

Primo maximizes the exposure of library collections and provides students and researchers with fast access to scholarly materials and intuitive ways to explore new content.

What’s new with Primo:

- “Quicklinks” – one click to access full text
- More search options in the “Collection Discovery” feature
- Display of journal coverage dates in brief results
- Improved search and several user experience enhancements

Summon

Summon is a resource discovery solution that enables patrons to uncover a wealth of academic content.

What’s new with Summon:

- “Quicklinks” – one click to access full text
- Refreshed user interface with upgraded user experience
- Enhanced Sierra via Summon integration
- Expanded advanced search capabilities

Open Metadata Platform

Libraries invest a lot of effort and money in creating high-quality metadata records for their collections because there’s a strong connection between good metadata and the ability of users to find materials they need. However, current metadata systems create silos around processing of records and integration with the wider internet ecosystem.

The library community has been trying to find a solution in recent years which will make processing records easier while connecting metadata records to the wider world, and specifically search engines. Ex Libris is working on a new revolutionary Open Metadata Platform which will provide high-quality records via a community-based system supporting both existing and next-gen formats.

Ex Libris Library Mobile App

The Library Mobile app puts the library in the hands of its users – literally! The app is integrated with key library systems and provides library patrons – including students, faculty, staff and alumni – with branded and personalized services including: search, account access, favorites, automated and scheduled push notifications (replacing outdated SMS services), information pages, guides, maps and more.
**Esploro**

The Esploro research information management solution drives research impact and improves efficiencies.

**Highlights include:**

- Smart data harvesting to automatically capture research assets and populate metadata
- Scholarly information – publications, preprints, creative works and awarded grants – showcased in one place
- Comprehensive researcher profiles
- Auto-generated profiles and auto-populated metadata
- Comprehensive analytics and reports for insights on research collections and research impact
- Open APIs and out-of-the-box integrations with the academic ecosystem

**Rapido**

Rapido is a discovery-to-delivery library resource sharing platform focused on staff efficiency and user services. For staff, Rapido automates and simplifies the borrowing and lending processes, helping manage a high volume of requests efficiently. For users, Rapido provides a central location where they can find the materials they need with a quick and frictionless experience.

**Recent Rapido highlights:**

- Recently went live with its first users in the U.S. and Australia
- Includes a shared holding index of all libraries with their lendability terms
- Includes a new patron-focused discovery layer and a new staff interface for effectively managing resource sharing requests

**campusM**

A campus app that delivers an impactful student experience and helps students engage, succeed, and get the most out of their time at university.

**campusM highlights:**

- Hyper connected data model surfaces data to provide an overview of tasks, exams and events within a single pane.
- New UX initiative makes app features more accessible, consistent and delightful.
- Product integrations streamline access to core services like LMS and Library.
Leganto

Leganto, the Ex Libris resource list management system, helps foster meaningful learning and engage students — whether they’re online, in the classroom, or both. Leganto enables libraries to streamline access to course materials and reduce costs by leveraging library collections, expertise, and services.

RapidILL

With a community of more than 500 partners across the globe, RapidILL libraries have fast and low-friction access to a myriad of electronic and print collections. Designed by librarians for librarians, RapidILL supports dynamic resource sharing, enhances user experience, streamlines and automates interlibrary loan processes and reduces turnaround time and cuts costs.

Pivot-RP

Pivot-RP is the research funding solution that connects researchers to financial support by leveraging the most comprehensive global source of sponsored funding opportunities coupled with scholarly profiles to match researchers with financial partners and collaborators.

Pivot-RP highlights:

• New intuitive and customizable user interface
• A new unified database combining Pivot-RP and Research Professional funding opportunities
• Streamlined workflows for single sign-on authentication (SSO) and claiming profiles
• Link to full text of articles
• Connect with timely and trusted information from Research Professional News

Research Professional News

Research Professional provides authoritative news, analysis and commentary that helps your entire institution make better decisions. Focusing on research policy, research funding and research politics, our news provides regional, national and international coverage of government departments and funding agencies. With a global editorial team, we take an objective, independent view of events cutting through the gloss of press releases to provide invaluable insights to everyone in your institution.
What are customers loving?

ProQuest One Academic

“When we looked at the price difference, we decided to make the leap to ProQuest One Academic. The simple fact that we got a fivefold increase in our ebook package and access to Academic Video Online made that purchase worthwhile.”

– Scott Drone-Silvers, Lake Land College

TDM Studio

“TDM Studio offers clear value for researchers, not only making text and data mining activities more efficient but also ensuring adherence to relevant licensing terms.”

– Kate Workock, Vice President and Lead Analyst, Outsell

Rialto

“Rialto has come in at the right time. Our acquisition staff find it very easy and have been using it for ebook ordering from early on.”

– University of Leicester

Rapido

“The service has been taken to a new level... expedited workflows greatly assist library staff in filling requests while patrons have one stop shopping for most bibliographic needs that cannot be met by the local library.”

– The Charleston Advisor

Alma

“Thank you, Ex Libris, for developing an excellent platform that offers good options for integration to work with other units throughout the university. It’s a more institutionally collaborative way of operating.”

– Dalia Mendelsson, Chief Information Systems Librarian, Hebrew University

O’Reilly for Higher Education

“Whether patrons want to program with Python or Java, master QuickBooks or Microsoft Excel, design a video game, manage a project, prepare a pitch, or analyze data, they’ll find this an all-in-one solution for building skills in business and tech at any level.”

– Library Journal
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